
length of incisors and canines were greater in men than wo-
men, but the canine width-to-length ratio in women surpassed
that of men.9 Furthermore, the mean incisors diameter of African-
Americans exceeds those of Caucasians.10

Gingival Margin and Contour
Recall that a person with an average smile line demonstrates no
soft tissue above the maxillary central incisors and canines.The
gingival margins of these teeth exist at the same level. On the
other hand, the margin of the lateral incisor falls 1 mm coronal
to its adjacent counterparts.11

In a similar vein,the heights of contour of maxillary central inci-
sors and canines match and peak at the distal line angle, as they fol-
low the curve of the cementoenamel junction (CEJ); the lateral
incisor’s height of contour, alternatively, exists at the mesiodistal
center (Figure 1).8The degree of this gingival scallop relies on tooth
morphology as well as tissue thickness.A flatter contour,considered
more masculine, stems from thick—and thus less pliable—gingiva
and a square-shaped tooth.A highly scalloped margin appears fem-
inine and occurs with a thin tissue and a triangular dental form.7

CORRECTION OF THE IMPERFECT:
THE GUMMY SMILE
In the end, objective beauty fails to exist. Dentists, however,
should not underestimate the utility of the lip–tooth–gingiva
relationships outlined above.These rules, applied broadly, help to
equilibrate uneven smiles. It is important to remark that the
periodontal drape influences the shape of teeth. Excessive mar-
ginal or papillary soft tissue because of inflammation, altered
passive eruption, and a myriad of other pathologies distorts den-
tal silhouettes. Modification of the gingiva, then, instead of tooth
structure, often resolves cosmetic deformities.

As mentioned earlier, the typical patient may not judge his or
her smile as gummy until at least 3 mm to 4 mm of soft tissue
shows above the tooth margins.The level of discernment, of
course, varies, and a patient may complain about an unsightly
smile but be unable to pinpoint the features that make it so.The
role of the dentist is to address these grievances by identification
of non-ideal situations, such as a gummy smile. Correction of
gingival excess enhances appearance, often radically.

Definition of a Gummy Smile
The dental profession considers more than 2 mm of gingival
display above the tooth margin upon smiling to be excessive.12

Any band of gingiva, other than the papillary tips, that appears
at rest is unnecessary in the adult.A patient may grumble about
“short teeth” or “too much gum showing.”The papilla may be
bulbous and misshapen.

Etiology 
A number of scenarios manifest in gingival excess. Proper treat-
ment tackles these underlying problems.
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AGE (YEARS)
AMOUNT OF
MAXILLARY
CENTRAL INCISOR
EXPOSED (MM) 

AMOUNT OF
MANDIBULAR
CENTRAL INCISOR
EXPOSED (MM)

15 5 -

< 30 3.4 0.5

30-40 1.6 0.8

40-50 1.0 2

50-60 0.5 2.5

> 60 0 3

Table 2: Age-Related Alterations in Resting
Lip Line5,6

Figure 2 “Gummy smile” seen in altered passive eruption.

Figure 1 Ideal gingival contour.


